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Maryland Public Service Commission Hearing on RM43 
Sept 1, 2015 

Testimony Submitted by Gail Prentiss, Potomac, MD 
 

“Unintended Consequences of COMAR Vegetation Management Requirements (20.50.12.09)” 
 
My name is Gail Prentiss, and my husband and I own a single-family home in the Potomac 
Crest Subdivision backing to the PEPCO Right of Way. As a preliminary matter, I would like to 
frame the issue that brings us here a little differently: 
 
Everyone here shares the desire for reliable electricity, and no one disputes the need for 
reasonable vegetation management in general, or to regulate PEPCO in particular.  Rather, 
this issue is about the serious Unintended Consequences of these new regulations, which are 
contrary to the positive purpose of the regulators and have instead resulted in significant 
damage to the miles of private property in neighborhoods bordering the PEPCO property. 
 
Specifically, the vegetation management plan required by the COMAR regulations was 
intended to be, and expressly was, limited by private property rights.  Under the regulations, 
PEPCO has to seek homeowner permission to trim trees on private property, and is only 
required to document its effort if permission can not be obtained.  
 
These regulations were never intended, and never purported to require, that mature trees in 
fenced private back yards would be forcibly clear-cut over the owner’s objections. It was 
never intended that beautifully landscaped yards would be reduced to nothing but multiple 
stumps, with the homeowners bearing the cost or clean up and removal. But that is exactly 
what happened in Potomac Crest and is continuing in all of the residential subdivisions 
bordering the 250 ft wide and 15+ mile long PEPCO Right of Way.   
 
WHY?  Because unbeknownst to everyone involved, when PEPCO acquired their property by 
Eminent Domain in the 1950s, the compensation for the partial taking of what was then rural 
woodland was determined by an Inquisition.  No one knew that buried within that 1958 
Inquisition document, PEPCO purportedly obtained an additional right to cut or remove trees 
within 75 feet of either side of the PEPCO property “in their sole discretion” that might 
interfere with the power lines.  
 
Fast forward to 2014.  For literally 56 years, the mature barrier trees bordering the PEPCO 
property had co-existed with the power lines without incident. In the meantime, the adjacent 
land (which is now our backyards) had been sub-divided into residential developments, with 
the approved subdivision plats showing the mature barrier trees as part of private property 
or as dedicated green space. Our homeowner’s covenants protected the mature trees, 
prohibiting any removal without HOA consent.  Since the inception of Potomac Crest in the 
1990s, PEPCO had sought permission from homeowners to occasionally trim branches.  Then 
in June of 2014, PEPCO’s behavior drastically and aggressively changed. 
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Claiming that they were forced to do so by the COMAR Vegetation Management Regulations 
and RM 43, and asserting the previously unknown Inquisition, PEPCO came onto our fenced 
yards over our objections and clear cut to the ground literally hundreds of mature barrier 
trees, as well as saplings, located on private property.  Despite the homeowner’s attempting 
all avenues of reasonable compromise, PEPCO’s staff utility arborists declared virtually every 
mature tree a potential hazard, regardless of heath, contrary expert opinion, or damage to 
the homeowner.  Finally, to add insult to injury after such unnecessary destruction, PEPCO 
left all the stumps for the homeowners to remove at their expense. Simply put, PEPCO used 
the Inquisition to completely disregard the protections the COMAR regulations expressly 
provided for private property. 
 
The Unintended Consequences to private property owners bordering on either side the 
PEPCO property are staggering, and far outweigh any alleged increase in reliability.  These 
unintended consequences include: 
 

 Total destruction of healthy mature trees of irreplaceable size on private property 
without consent, which for decades provided a beautiful natural border & blocked the 
view of the unsightly power lines. 
 

  Loss of private property value due to visual exposure to the power lines & significant 
loss of privacy and aesthetics. 
 

 Loss of the drainage and soil erosion control that the mature trees provided in the 
approved grading plans, resulting in homeowner expense to remediate grading and 
run-off issues. 
 

 Loss of shade that the mature canopy provided, resulting in increased homeowner 
expense to regulate temperature, including a significant increase in the monthly 
PEPCO bill. Our electric bill and those of our neighbors have gone up 15-68% during 
the summer comparing 2014 to 2015 (Exhibit 1). 
 

  Homeowner expense to grind and remove stumps left by PEPCO (in our case, 17). 
 

 Homeowner expense to replace fences either entwined with the removed trees, or 
necessary to provide access for stump removal. 

 

 Homeowner expense to re-plant landscaping (which remains at risk of being chopped 
down again by PEPCO in the future) and to remediate the problem of water run-off 
and soil erosion.  
 

 A community relations disaster for PEPCO, which is now possibly the most detested 
company in Montgomery County, if not all of Maryland, by its own customers. 
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The COMAR regulations begin with the Commission’s stated intent that a utility engage in 
vegetation management programs that are “necessary and appropriate”.  No one seeing the 
before and after pictures of all the affected communities could reasonably use those words to 
describe the private property destruction and the related emotional & economic damage that 
we have suffered at the hands of PEPCO. It is incumbent on this commission and regulators to 
correct these unintended consequences. Specific suggestions include: 
 

 Clarifying that the protections intended for private property owners apply to all 
private property owners regardless of the Inquisition, and that PEPCO is not required 
by COMAR or RM 43 to act without owner consent on private property;  
 

 Establishing review procedures involving independent arborists to evaluate, mediate, 
and resolve disputes between the utility and its customers concerning vegetation 
management issues.  
  

 Holding PEPCO financially responsible for remediating the consequences of any 
vegetation management performed, such as stump removal and grading, which is 
now unfairly born by the homeowners. 

 
Thank you for your time. Given the irreplaceable nature of the remaining mature trees along 
the ROW, time is of the essence.  
 
 
Exhibit 1: Increased electricity usage of houses with tree canopy removed 
Exhibit 2: Before and after pictures 


